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a b s t r a c t

Within the last years there has been increasing interest in direct liquid fuel cells as power sources for
portable devices and, in the future, power plants for electric vehicles and other transport media as ships
will join those applications. Methanol is considerably more convenient and easy to use than gaseous
hydrogen and a considerable work is devoted to the development of direct methanol fuel cells. But
ethanol has much lower toxicity and from an ecological viewpoint ethanol is exceptional among all other
eywords:
AFC
uel alcohol mixture
ethanol

thanol

types of fuel as is the only chemical fuel in renewable supply. The aim of this study is to investigate the
possibility of using direct alcohol fuel cells fed with alcohol mixtures. For this purpose, a comparative
exergy analysis of a direct alcohol fuel cell fed with alcohol mixtures against the same fuel cell fed with
single alcohols is performed. The exergetic efficiency and the exergy loss and destruction are calculated
and compared in each case. When alcohol mixtures are fed to the fuel cell, the contribution of each fuel

ce is
posi
xergetic efficiency
lexible fuel cell

to the fuel cell performan
The optimum alcohol com

. Introduction

Fuel cells are known for the efficient conversion of chemical
nergy stored in fuels and oxidants into electricity. In particular,
ow temperature fuel cells represent a promising power source for

variety of applications depending on the fuel used. At present,
he hydrogen–oxygen polymer electrolyte fuel cells have reached

satisfactory degree of development, but hydrogen has evident
rawbacks in transport, storage and manipulation [1,2]. Within the

ast years there has been increasing interest in direct liquid fuel
ells as power sources for portable devices and, in the future, power
lants for electric vehicles and other transport media will join these
pplications [2,3]. Methanol is considerably more convenient and
asy to use as a fuel than gaseous hydrogen and a considerable work
s devoted to the development of direct methanol fuel cells [4]. But
espite the relatively higher electrochemical activity of methanol
ompared to the other possible liquid fuels, methanol is toxic for
uman beings. Ethanol is considered a promising fuel for direct
lcohol fuel cells since it has much lower toxicity than methanol is
onsidered renewable and can be easily produced in great quantity

y the fermentation of biomass [5,6]. Besides, the ethanol spe-
ific energy content is higher than that of methanol. Nevertheless
he electrochemical oxidation features of ethanol make the perfor-

ance of direct ethanol fuel cell to be rather low.
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weighted attending to their relative proportion in the aqueous solution.
tion for methanol/ethanol mixtures has been determined.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

The objective of this study is to investigate the possibility of
using direct alcohol fuel cells fed with alcohol mixtures. For this
purpose, and as a previous stage to performing experimental mea-
surements, a comparative exergy analysis of a direct alcohol fuel
cell fed with alcohol mixtures against the same fuel cell fed with
single alcohols is performed. Methanol and ethanol are selected as
fuels. The exergy loss and destruction are calculated as a whole and
compared in each case at typical operating conditions. The exer-
getic efficiency of the corresponding fuel cell system is calculated
also for each composition of the mixture. In this work, the contri-
bution to the fuel cell performance of each fuel in the mixture is
assumed to be directly related to its respective proportion in the
aqueous solution. In order to simplify the models used to describe
the fuel cell performance when fed with a unique alcohol aqueous
solution (methanol or ethanol) the commonly used assumptions in
steady state fuel cell models are adopted in this study [7–9].

From the results obtained with the simplified model proposed
for the fuel mixture, the optimum alcohol composition can be
determined.

The reactions taking place at the electrodes and the overall
current-producing reaction of methanol in the fuel cell are as fol-
lows:

Anode : CH3OH + H2O → CO2 + 6H+ + 6e−
Cathode :
3
2

O2 + 6H+ + 6e− → 3H2O

Overall : CH3OH + 3
2

O2 → CO2 + 2H2O (1)

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.08.096
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:teresa.leo.mena@upm.es
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.08.096
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Nomenclature

Av,ajref
0 reference exchange current density times specific

surface area on anode
ci reactive concentrations in catalytic layer
E Nernst potential under operating conditions
E0 standard potential
Ėx exergy flow rate
ex molar flow exergy
F Faraday constant
j current density
j0 exchange current density
jlim limiting current density
jw intermediate variable in the calculus of rc

l layer thickness
nd electrosmotic drag coefficient
ṅin input molar flow rate
Q̇ heat rate
R gas constant, membrane plus contact resistance

times area
rc alcohol crossover rate
S total active area of the fuel cell
Si active area occupied by fuel i
T absolute temperature
V output voltage of the fuel cell
Vi output voltage for the fuel cell fed with pure i fuel
wa water concentration in the anode catalytic layer
Ẇ power
yE molar proportion of ethanol in the alcohol mixture
yM molar proportion of methanol in the alcohol mixture
z number of electrons interchanged in the electrode

semireaction

Subscripts
D destruction
E ethanol
M methanol
a anode, anodic
alc alcohol
amb ambient
b backing layer
c cathode, cathodic, catalytic
cross crossover
in total input
loss losses
m polymeric membrane
opt optimum, corresponding to power maximum or to

minimum exergy loss and destruction
out total output

Superscripts
E ethanol
M methanol
a anode, anodic
c cathode, cathodic
ref reference

Greek letters
˛ transfer coefficient
ˇ intermediate variable in the calculus of rc

� reaction order
ε exergetic efficiency
� overpotential
�act activation overpotential

�conc concentration overpotential

�ohmic ohmic overpotential
�i stoichiometric coefficients

and the corresponding to ethanol:

Anode : C2H5OH + 3H2O → 2CO2 + 12H+ + 12e−

Cathode : 3O2 + 12H+ + 12e− → 6H2O

Overall : C2H5OH + 3O2 → 2CO2 + 3H2O (2)

2. Exergy analysis of a fuel cell system using fuel mixtures

In this work, a comparative exergy study of a fuel cell system
directly fed with an aqueous methanol solution, an aqueous ethanol
solution or aqueous methanol–ethanol mixtures at different pro-
portions is carried out. In each case, the exergetic efficiency and the
exergy loss and destruction are calculated as a function of the rel-
ative proportion of methanol and of the operation current density.

2.1. General assumptions

To develop this study the molar flow rate of alcohol ṅin = ṅM,in +
ṅE,in entering the fuel cell system is kept constant and pure oxygen
is used as oxidant. Then, the proportion of methanol in the mixture
yM can be expressed as

yM = ṅM,in

ṅin
(3)

and that of ethanol yE = ṅE,in/ṅin. Therefore yM + yE = 1.
The commonly used assumptions in steady state fuel cell models

are adopted in this study:

• All parameters are time-independent.
• All gases are ideal gases.
• Liquid mixtures behave as ideal mixtures.
• Mass flow is laminar flow.
• Temperature distribution is uniform.
• The waste heat of the cells is not recovered in either case.
• Kinetic and potential exergies are neglected.
• The amount of water consumed by humidifying the reactants

streams is negligible.

2.2. Modelling the V–j behaviour of a direct alcohol fuel cell using
fuel mixtures

The V–j behaviour of a direct alcohol fuel cell fed with an aqueous
alcohol solution can be modelled at different degrees of complexity.
To explain the polarization curves of direct methanol DMFC and
direct ethanol DEFC fuel cells, several models at different stages of
complexity, with more or less success, have been proposed in the
literature [4,8,10,11]. A problem arises when the task of modelling
the V–j behaviour of an aqueous solution alcohol mixture feeding a
direct alcohol fuel cell is undertaken. This task can be divided into
successive steps of increasing complexity. As a first step, a very
simple model is proposed in this work.
2.2.1. A simple V–j model for fuel mixtures
The behaviour of a fuel cell operating with a fuel mixture can

be modelled taking as a reference the behaviour of the fuel cell
when it is fed by each of the fuels separately. A very simple way
of taking into account the influence of the electrooxidation of each
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lcohol on the fuel cell performance can be accomplished by making
he assumption that each alcohol reacts on a fraction of the total
ctive area S which is proportional to the relative molar proportion
f alcohol y in the mixture. That is, the corresponding methanol
nd ethanol active areas can be assumed as SM = yMS and SE = yES,
espectively. Thus the fuel cell voltage–current density curve, when
he fuel cell is fed by a fuel mixture of methanol and ethanol, can
e modelled at a first approximation as

= yMVM + yEVE (4)

here VM and VE represent the V–j behaviour of aqueous methanol
nd ethanol solutions if alone, respectively. As both alcohols and
heir mixtures are studied when operating in the same fuel cell, the
ame polarization curve model should be adopted for both alcohols.

.2.2. The polarization curve when the fuel is a single alcohol. A
nique model for methanol and ethanol

The general expression of a fuel cell polarization curve can be
ritten as

= E − �act,a − �act,c − �conc,a − �conc,c − �ohmic (5)

here E stands for the Nernst potential in the operating conditions:

= E0 + RT

zaF
ln

(
c�CO2CO2

calc c�O2O2

)
(6)

When the alcohol is methanol �CO2 = 1, �O2 = 3/2 and za = 6, but
f the fuel is ethanol �CO2 = 2, �O2 = 3 and za = 12, as derived from
qs. (1) and (2), respectively. Concentration of saturated gaseous
xygen in the inlet flow is calculated as cc

h
= (pO2,in

− psat(T))/RT
nd solubilities of O2 and CO2 in water are taken to calculate cO2
nd cCO2 [12], respectively. Alcohol concentration in the catalytic
ayer calc is calculated as in [13], but multiplied by (1 − rc) in order to
ake into account the crossover. The crossover rate rc is calculated
s proposed in [11]:

c = (jalim − j)(ˇ + ndj/jw)

j + jclim
(

ˇ + ndj/jw
) , ˇ = Dmla

b

Da
b
lm

, jw = FDa
b

wa

la
b

(7)

eing wa the water molar concentration and jalim, jclim stand for the
node and cathode limiting current densities respectively:

a
lim = zaF

Da
b
ca

h

la
b

, jclim = 4F
Dc

b
cc

h

lc
b

(8)

here ca
h

stands for the inlet alcohol concentration, la
b
, lc

b
are the
hicknesses of the anode and the cathode backing layers, respec-
ively, and Da

b
, Dc

b
represent the diffusion coefficient of alcohol and

xygen in their respective backing layers.
The anodic [11,14] and cathodic [11,15] activation overvoltages

s a function of the exchange current density j0 and the parameter

able 1
ssumed parameter values for methanol and ethanol.

Parameter

Standard Nernst potential E0

Number of electrons considered in the anodic reaction za

Membrane thickness lm (cm)
Backing layer thickness (anode and cathode) lb (cm)
Catalyst layer thickness (anode and cathode) lc (cm)
Cathode transfer coefficient ˛c

Electrosmotic drag coefficient nd

Diffusion coefficient of oxygen in the cathode backing layer Dc
b

(cm s−1)
Order of reaction (cathode)�c

Anode reference exchange current density times specific surface area Av,ajref
0 (A cm−3)

Cathode exchange current density j0,c (A cm−2)
rces 196 (2011) 1178–1183

˛ have the following expressions:

�act,a = RT

za˛aF
ln

j

j0,a
, �act,c = RT

zc˛cF
ln

j

j0,c
(9)

The anode exchange current density j0,a can be estimated as a
function of the anode reaction order �a and the alcohol concentra-
tion in the catalytic layer calc, by means of the following expression
derived from [16–18]:

j0,a = lc

(
calc

cref
alc

)�a

Av,ajref
0 (10)

where Av,ajref
0 represents a reference exchange current density

times specific surface area on anode. Values of j0,c have been taken
from [15].

The concentration overvoltage is calculated following the
expressions given in [19]:

�conc,a = RT

zaF
ln

(
jalim

jalim − j − jcross

)
,

�conc,c = RT

zcF
ln

(
jclim

jclim − j − jcross

)
(11)

where jlim and the flux of alcohol through the membrane, expressed
in current density units, jcross are calculated as in [11].

The ohmic overpotential is expressed as �ohmic = Rj, where R
stands for the sum of membrane and contact resistance times area.

Up to the authors knowledge, references dealing with experi-
mental measurements using a unique direct alcohol fuel cell fed
either with methanol or ethanol, are very scarce [9,20]. Nafion 115
is used in [20] and Nafion 117 in [9]. Higher current density values
are reached in [20]. Then, the methanol and ethanol fuel cell param-
eters to be used in this work, where a unique fuel cell is considered
for every fuel under study (methanol, ethanol, methanol–ethanol
mixtures), have been obtained by fitting the experimental data
given in [20] to the above described model.

The fitted parameters of the model are those directly affected
by the type of fuel used. They are the anode reaction order �a, the
membrane diffusion coefficient Dm, the anode backing layer diffu-
sion coefficient Da

b
, the anode parameter ˛a, and the membrane and

contact resistance times area R.
The fixed parameters assumed in the model, for methanol and

ethanol, are shown in Table 1.

2.3. Exergy analysis
The exergy balance at steady state can be written in a general
way as

Ėx,in = Ėx,out + Ėx,D + Ėx,loss (12)

Methanol Ethanol

1.214 1.146
6 12
0.0125 [17] 0.0125 [17]
0.026 [17] 0.026 [17]
0.0020 [17] 0.0020 [17]
1 [10,17] 1 [10,17]
3.16 [10] 3.16 [10]
0.338 [19] 0.338 [19]
1 [5,17] 1 [5,17]

0.100 exp
[

35570
R

(
1

353 − 1
T

)]
[17] 0.179 exp

[
39332

R

(
1

353 − 1
T

)]
[10]

1.87 × 10−8 [15] 1.87 × 10−8 [15]
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Table 2
Environmental reference state composition and chemical exergy of the compounds
involved in this study (T0 = 298.15 K; p0 = 1 atm) [21,22].

Species Dead state mole fraction Chemical exergy (kJ mol−1)

N2 0.77251 0.640
O2 0.20555 3.922
CO2 (g) 0.00029 20.163
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Table 3
Fitting parameters of the V–j model used for methanol and ethanol.

Parameter Methanol Ethanol

Order of reaction (anode) �a 0.862 0.895
Diffusion coefficient of alcohol in

membrane Dm (cm2 s−1)
5.25 × 10−4 1.09 × 10−6

Diffusion coefficient of alcohol in the
anode backing layer Da (cm2 s−1)

1.45 × 10−5 2.55 × 10−6

ethanol mixtures
The polarization curves corresponding to methanol and ethanol

mixtures have been generated following Eq. (4). Fig. 2 shows
the alcohol mixtures polarization curves that the simple model

Fig. 1. Fitted polarization curves. Experimental data from [18] (total alcohol con-
centration 1 mol L−1, T = 348.15 K).
H2O (g) 0.02165 9.502
H2O (l) 0.914
CH3OH (l) 718.369
C2H5OH (l) 1356.777

˙ x,in =
∑

i

ṅi,inex + Ẇin +
∑

i

Q̇i,in

(
1 − Tamb

Ti

)
(13)

˙ x,out =
∑

i

ṅi,outex + Ẇout +
∑

i

Q̇i,out

(
1 − Tamb

Ti

)
(14)

here in general, Ėx,in denotes the exergy entering the system with
ork, heat or incoming streams; Ėx,out denotes the exergy leaving

he system with work, heat or outgoing streams with a further use;
˙ x,D is associated with the destruction of exergy due to irreversibil-
ties, and exergy loss Ėx,loss represents the exergy associated with
treams thrown to the ambient. The total exergy associated with a
tream on a unit-of-mole basis is denoted by ex.

Exergy loss and exergy destruction are calculated as a whole
˙ x,loss+D in the fuel cell system as a function of the relative propor-
ion of methanol yM in the fuel mixture and the operation current
ensity.

Similarly, the exergetic efficiency ε calculations are performed
s a function of these two variables. It is calculated as follows:

= ṅin
yMzMF[1 − rc,M(j)]VM(j) + yEzEF[1 − rc,E(j)]VE(j)

Ėalcohol(aq)
x,in

+ ĖO2
x,in

(15)

The exergy of the aqueous fuel and the oxygen entering the fuel
ell system is calculated by means of:

˙ alcohol(aq)
x,in

= ṅin,Mex,M + ṅin,Eex,E + ṅin,H2Oex,H2O + ṅRT
∑

xi ln xi;

˙ = ṅin,M + ṅin,E + ṅin,H2O (16)

nd

˙ O2
x,in = (ṅin,M�M

O2
+ ṅin,E�E

O2
)ex,O2 (17)

Reference environmental state used and chemical exergy of the
ubstances involved are summarized in Table 2 [21,22].

. Results and discussion

Aqueous solutions of methanol and ethanol mixtures have been
sed as fuel, being pure oxygen the oxidant. The relative methanol
roportion in the alcohol mixture has been studied ranging from 0
o 1. In all cases, a molar flow rate of 1 mol s−1 entering the fuel cell
ystem and a total alcohol solution concentration of 1 M has been
onsidered.

.1. Polarization curves

.1.1. A unique model for methanol and ethanol
The fitting parameter values obtained for both methanol and

thanol are shown in Table 3. As said before, experimental data

rom a unique fuel cell fed with methanol or with ethanol have
een fitted to the V–j model described in Section 2.2.2. Operation
emperature and concentration selected have been 75 ◦C and 1 M,
espectively. The results obtained seem to be very reasonable. As
xpected, methanol diffusivities in membrane and catalyst layer are
b
Anode transfer coefficient (75 ◦C) ˛a 0.145 0.034
Membrane and contact resistance

times active surface area R (� cm2)
1.17 2.89

higher than those of ethanol. Anode transfer coefficient of methanol
has a higher value than that of ethanol, which agrees well with
the faster kinetics of methanol electrooxidation. Indeed, methanol
membrane and contact resistance results lower than ethanol one, as
already observed [9]. Polarization curves generated with the model
described and the fitting parameters obtained for methanol and
ethanol are shown in Fig. 1.

3.1.2. A simple polarization curve model for methanol and
Fig. 2. Polarization curves obtained for aqueous mixtures of methanol and ethanol
as fuel by using the simple mixture model proposed in this work.
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the fuel cell is fed with aqueous methanol solution, a relative maxi-
ig. 3. The maximum power delivered by the fuel cell system and the current density
t which each maximum power is obtained versus relative methanol proportion yM

n the aqueous alcohol mixture.

roposed in this work gives rise to. Various relative methanol pro-
ortions, yM, are represented. As can be seen in the figure, a better
erformance is predicted for increasing methanol proportions. The
harp steps observed when anode limiting current densities are
ttained can be partly attributed to the simplicity of the model.
he curve at yM = 0.26 is represented in the inset. This curve, corre-
ponding to an aqueous mixture of methanol and ethanol, exhibits
similar shape to that of aqueous methanol, yM = 1 ,and of aqueous
thanol, yM = 0 , and is obtained when methanol and ethanol anodic
imiting current densities have the same value, jalim = 0.084 A cm−2.
hat is, at a methanol/ethanol molar proportion near to 30/70%,
he aqueous alcohol mixture behaves as an aqueous solution of a
nique alcohol.

.2. Comparative exergy study

Aqueous methanol and ethanol solutions have been used as fuel,
eing pure oxygen the oxidant.

.2.1. The exergy obtained: the power from fuel mixtures
The maximum power delivered by the fuel cell system at each

elative methanol proportion yM is graphically represented in Fig. 3.
n the same graph, the current density at which each maximum

ower is obtained, denominated optimum current density jopt, has
een represented. Although the maximum power is found when
M = 1, that is, when the fuel is an aqueous methanol solution, a
elative maximum is observed at yM = 0.25 and the corresponding
opt = 0.076 A cm−2. This power is only 1.5% lower than the absolute

Fig. 4. (a) The total exergy loss and destruction of the fuel cell system as a function of
Fig. 5. The exergy loss and destruction divided by the exergy entering the system,
Ėx,loss+D/Ėx,in , at each relative methanol proportion yM represented against yM and j.

maximum value, which suggests that to investigate the possibility
of using a “flexible” fuel cell can yield interesting results.

3.2.2. The exergy loss and destruction for fuel mixtures
The total exergy loss and destruction of the fuel cell system

is represented in Fig. 4 as a function of yM and j. As expected,
the higher values are obtained when the fuel is ethanol whereas
the lower exergy loss and destruction values are observed with
methanol. Nevertheless, in the region at about yM = 0.30 a change
of trend is observed, i.e., the total exergy loss and destruction dimin-
ishes more rapidly from this proportion onwards. Fig. 4 shows this
region in detail. This change of trend appears near to the point
where the relative maximum of power is observed, see Fig. 3.

Indeed, if the relative exergy loss and destruction at each yM,
defined as the exergy loss and destruction divided by the exergy
entering the system Ėx,loss+D/Ėx,in, is represented against yM and j,
Fig. 5, a minimum is observed at yM = 0.29 and the corresponding
jopt = 0.077 A cm−2.

3.2.3. The exergetic efficiency
The maximum exergetic efficiency values obtained at each

methanol relative proportion yM are represented in Fig. 6. Again,
although the absolute maximum corresponds to the case in which
mum is observed when a methanol–ethanol aqueous mixture with
yM = 0.29 is used. The corresponding optimum current density is
located at about 0.08 A cm−2.

Again, this fact suggests that the possibility of using a “flexible”
fuel cell can be a promising research field.

yM and j. (b) The region where a change of trend is observed is shown in detail.
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ig. 6. The maximum exergetic efficiency value obtained at each relative methanol
roportion yM . The inner figure shows the current density value at which each
aximum is obtained.

. Conclusions

To investigate the possibility of using direct alcohol fuel cells
ed with alcohol mixtures, an exergy analysis of a direct alcohol
uel cell fed with methanol/ethanol aqueous solutions at different

olar proportions has been performed.
The exergy loss and destruction and the exergetic efficiency are

alculated as a function of the relative methanol proportion and
he current density. For this, a simple mathematical model of the
uel performance has been proposed as a first step. Each alcohol
ontributes to the cell voltage proportionally to its concentration
n the fuel mixture. With this model, there is a methanol/ethanol

olar proportion, near 30/70%, for which the aqueous solution of
lcohols mixture: (a) behaves as an aqueous solution of a unique
lcohol, (b) shows a relative maximum of power, (c) presents a

elative minimum of exergy loss and destruction and (d) gives a
elative maximum of exergetic efficiency.

The main feature of this model is that an optimum operation
oint is predicted for a fuel consisting of mixtures of fuels. This
act allows expecting a singular behaviour of direct alcohol fuel

[

[

[

rces 196 (2011) 1178–1183 1183

cells fed with alcohol mixtures with an appreciably low content in
methanol. From all these features, it can be concluded that studying
the possibility of feeding a fuel cell with fuel mixtures can be a very
promising research field.
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